The fundamental process of curvature, gradient and current sheet drifts in the heliosphere is still not fully understood, especially how solar wind and magnetic field turbulence could affect the magnitude of how cosmic ray particles drift on a global scale. General consensus is that the socalled weak scattering drift is giving too large modulation effects as follows from the application of numerical drift models to observations from the Earth to the outer heliosphere. The effects of drift on the global modulation of electrons are revisited by studying different modulation scenarios using a three-dimensional steady-state numerical model for solar minimum conditions, and for both magnetic polarity epochs. A straight forward approach is followed to illustrate how reducing drift can affect the modulation of galactic electrons on a global scale. It is found that reducing drift implicitly through changing the diffusion coefficients is far more subtle a process than the strong handed approach of decreasing the drift coefficient directly. This is evident from our results that increasing perpendicular diffusion in the radial direction reduces drift effects most effectively. Enhancing perpendicular diffusion in the polar direction is also quite effective in reducing drift effects but only in the inner heliosphere, not in the middle to the outer heliosphere.
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Introduction
Particle drift play an important role in the modulation of cosmic rays (CRs) in particular during solar minimum activity period. Unlike protons, where the effect of drift could extend down to very low energies, drift effects for electrons only extend to ~100 MeV because below this energy the diffusion process dominates the transport of these particles [1] . The fundamental process of curvature, gradient and current sheet drifts in the heliosphere is still not fully understood, especially how heliospheric magnetic field (HMF) turbulence could affect the magnitude of drift on a global scale; see e.g. [2, 3] for recent detailed discussions on turbulence theory as applied to the modulation studies. General consensus is that weak scattering drift is giving too large effects as follows from the application of numerical drift models to solar modulation studies when compared to observations from the Earth to the outer heliosphere [4] . The effects of drift on the global modulation of electrons are revisited by studying different modulation scenarios using a three-dimensional steady-state numerical model for solar minimum conditions, and for both HMF polarity epochs. A straightforward approach is followed to illustrate how reducing drift in an implicit way can affect the modulation of galactic electrons on such a global scale.
Numerical Model
A full three-dimensional (3D) steady-state numerical model, which includes a Jovian electron source function and gradient, curvature and current sheet drifts, is used to compute galactic electron spectra at selected position in the heliosphere including the heliosheath. The modulation processes are combined in Parker's transport equation (TPE) given by:
where ( , , ) f P t r is the omni-directional cosmic ray distribution function dependent on position r, rigidity P and time t. Here, V is the solar wind velocity, and s K is the 3D diffusion tensor. It is assumed that /0 ft    which means the contribution of short-term modulation effects is neglected with the focus instead on the global spatial and spectral trends. Terms on the right hand side respectively represent convection, gradient and curvature drifts, diffusion and adiabatic energy changes with Q the Jovian electron source function as given by [5] . The pitch angle averaged guiding center drift velocity for a near isotropic CR distribution is related to the drift coefficient K D as follows:
and where B is the magnitude of the averaged background HMF, usually assumed to have a basic Parkerian geometry. The latter gives very large particle drift over the polar regions of the heliosphere so that it is a standard practice to modify it in the polar regions of the heliosphere, see e.g. [1, 3, 6, 7] .
Following a simplified approach, the diffusion coefficient (DC) parallel to the averaged background HMF in terms of P, with 0 1 GV, P  and radial distance , r with 1 AU, 
where B m is the magnitude of the HMF modified in the polar regions [7] ,  is the gyrofrequency of a CR particle in the HMF and  represents a typical time scale defined by the scattering of CRs. For the case of weak scattering,
and K D becomes a maximum throughout the heliosphere which has been used in numerous numerical drift models [1,6,10,11 and the references therein]. In most of these models, when compared to observations, it was required to make 0.5, s f  [12] and to reduce the rigidity dependence at lower energies. If the latter is applied, the drift coefficient becomes
with   0 D K a dimensionless constant ranging from 0 to 1.0 and 0 1/ 10 GV. '
The nature of Eq. (7) is that below ~1.0 GV drift is reduced with respect to weak scattering.
An overview of the reasons why the reduction of particle drift is required in the heliosphere was given by [9] . As illustrated above, it can be done explicitly by simply assuming
and/or through modifying the HMF geometry and its spatial dependence and/or in terms of its rigidity dependence. However, reducing particle drift implicitly by changing the CR intensity gradients in the TPE is more complicated. This can be done by simply changing any of the diffusion coefficients (DCs), including enhancing perpendicular diffusion in the polar direction. It was illustrated by [1] that large perpendicular diffusion in the polar regions of the heliosphere could suppress most effectively the strong latitude effects generated by strong global drifts; see also [13, 14] . Perpendicular diffusion, in general, plays an important role in the heliospheric modulation of galactic CRs so that changing its value and rigidity dependence affects the effectiveness of drift. In this work, the focus is on illustrating the implicit reduction of drift through changing the diffusion coefficients. Only solar minimum conditions with the tilt angle α = 5 o is considered. Computations are done for the both magnetic polarity epochs. The termination shock (TS) is specified at 94 AU and the heliopause (HP) as heliospheric modulation boundary, is specified at 122 AU. The heliopause spectrum (HPS) for electrons [15] is specified at the heliopause position. The HPS has a power law shape at low energies with E -1.55 , where E is kinetic energy.
Results and discussion
Using the model discussed in the previous section, the specific aim of this work is to investigate the role of the perpendicular diffusion coefficients in drift reduction for computed electron spectra throughout the heliosphere. This is achieved by first changing the ratio of . A straight forward rigidity dependence is used, which means that all three DCs have the same rigidity dependence which is constant below 0.4 GV as in Eq. (2). This aspect is important for electron modulation because it causes the total modulation at a given position in the heliosphere to become constant at E < ~50 MeV, which is considered as an important feature of electron modulation; see also [15] .
Kinetic Energy (GeV) To complicate the issue even further, updated diffusion theories indicate that this ratio may not be a constant throughout the heliosphere and also not a constant with rigidity as is assumed here. See earlier work by [16] and more recent work by [8, 17, 18] .
The top panel in Figure 2 shows the function   F  in Eq. (4) in terms of polar angle, with d =1.0, 7.0 and 13.0, respectively. It enhances K   up to a maximum value at the poles as determined by the value of d, with no enhancement in the equatorial plane. The region over which the function increases can also be changed to be less steep and to cover a broader range of polar angles. An additional justification for such an increase could be to compensate for a HMF with a meridional component. As long as a Parkerian HMF is used, this enhancement is required [19, 20] .
The bottom panel of Figure 2 shows the computed ratios of the A > 0 and A < 0 spectra at five different radial distances as described in the figure caption corresponding to three dscenarios shown in the top panel. The ratios are computed for d =1.0, 7.0 and 13.0 respectively. This summarises the impact that the enhancement of K   has on drift effects as a function of energy and radial distances in the equatorial plane; it clearly suppresses drift effects in the heliosphere. Comparing the three solid lines, all for spectra at the Earth, it becomes clear that the maximum drift effects occur for d =1.0 and gets reduced with increasing d. The same applies for 5 AU, with the ratios less than unit for all energies between ~10 MeV and ~10 GeV. This also implies that the A < 0 spectra for electrons are higher than the A > 0 spectra. The energy at which the maximum drift effects occur moves to somewhat higher values with increasing d, indicating that drift effects are first reduced at lower energies. At larger distances from the Sun, the ratios are larger than unity, indicating that the A < 0 spectra are lower than the A > 0 spectra. Here, the difference between the blue (d = 7.0) and green lines (d = 13.0) are indistinguishable, indicating that d = 7.0 is already causing an optimal reduction in this region of the heliosphere.
It follows from these computational results that enhancing K   is quite effective in reducing drift effects in the inner heliosphere but not in the middle to the outer heliosphere. Deviation from unity is indicative of how large drift effects are. Note how increasing d (black to blue to green) effectively reduces drift effects in the inner heliosphere.
Discussion and Conclusions
Drift effects were neglected until [21] and others pointed out that charged particle drift is an important mechanism in CR modulation. The fundamental process of global curvature, gradient and current sheet drifts in the heliosphere is however still not fully understood, especially how HMF turbulence could affect the magnitude of drift on a global scale, and over a full solar activity cycle. General consensus is that implementing weak scattering drift in modulation models is giving too large modulation effects. This follows from the application of these numerical drift models to solar modulation and comparison with observations from the Earth to the outer heliosphere. Particle drift had been recognized as a major modulation process and overshadowed development of advanced diffusion theories until in the early 2000s when major efforts were made to understand diffusion theory better, together with the underlying heliospheric turbulence theory [22, 23] . It was also then realized that particle drift do not dominate solar modulation over a complete solar cycle but that it is a part of a compelling interplay among the basically four mechanisms, and that this play-off can change over a solar cycle and from one cycle to another [24] .
The effects of drift on the global modulation of electrons, and how its reduction influences these effects, were revisited by studying different modulation scenarios using the numerical modulation model. Reducing drift implicitly is a far more subtle process than the strong handed approach of decreasing the drift coefficient directly. This was shown firstly by varying the ratio of This ratio should be between 0.005 and 0.05 since making it too large can easily produce too little modulation. To complicate the issue, some updated theories indicate that this ratio may not be constant throughout the heliosphere and also not constant with rigidities as was assumed here. Secondly, the effects of enhancing the diffusion coefficient perpendicular to the HMF in the polar direction were also investigated by studying different enhancement scenarios.
It is found that enhancing K   is quite effective in reducing drift effects in the inner heliosphere but not in the middle to the outer heliosphere. The conclusion is made that increasing the ratio of 
